Referring physician perceptions of picture archive and communication systems

The picture archive and communication system (PACS) is a digital radiographic system that is steadily replacing the older film-based radiographic records. Despite the various benefits associated with PACS implementation, it is not yet clear what referring physicians think of such systems. This article reviews their thoughts and perceptions, which were obtained via surveys that were completed by referring physicians with practices at private hospitals in Port Elizabeth. A critical analysis of the data collected indicated that most referring physicians perceive PACS to be beneficial.

Introduction

A picture archive and communication system (PACS) is an information system that manages the storage, distribution and viewing of digital radiography images. Amongst the many benefits associated with PACS is an improved image-management process via an enhanced system. The benefits of this system are:

- better administration of imaging examination requests
- enhanced performance of imaging examinations
- enhanced distribution of images and reports
- improved archiving of imaging examinations
- more secure archiving of results
- easier retrieval of previous examinations and results.

PACS increases the productivity of radiologists and technologists, and holds many benefits for referring physicians. The perceptions of referring physicians regarding PACS is important in order to improve acceptance rates when introducing PACS.

Little research has been devoted to the perceptions of South African referring physicians of PACS implementation. The primary objective of this article is to investigate the perceptions of referring physicians regarding PACS.

Research method and design

Instrument design

The study was designed as an observational study to determine a cross-sectional view of referring physician perceptions regarding the benefits and drawbacks associated with PACS. A survey was selected as the appropriate data collection instrument to investigate such perceptions. A literature review was conducted to identify the benefits, as well as any drawbacks, associated with PACS. These benefits and drawbacks were developed into statements, and the participants were asked to indicate their level of agreement with these statements. The participants were able to indicate their level of agreement as: strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, or strongly disagree.

The statements in the survey can be categorised as they relate to communication, access, speed and the diagnostically related benefits, as well as the drawbacks associated with PACS.

Setting

Convenience sampling of those referring physicians who have consultation rooms at three private hospitals in Port Elizabeth (Eastern Cape Province, South Africa) yielded a sample of 96 referring physicians.
Data collection
Survey forms were delivered to the receptionists of the 96 identified referring physicians, with a request to hand the surveys to the physicians to complete. Eighty-eight forms were accepted, while eight receptionists indicated that the physician would not be willing to participate in the study, or was not available. A covering letter included information related to the purpose of the study, as well as contact details of the research team.

The surveys were left at each practice for approximately three weeks, to allow physicians sufficient time to complete them. The data was collected during August 2014.

Data analysis
Data from completed surveys was captured in a spreadsheet for analysis. The response from each participant was placed in a row, together with the results of each closed-ended question placed in a separate column. The percentages of the level of agreement for each statement were then calculated.

Ethical considerations
Participation was voluntary and anonymous. No information was gathered to identify the individual referring physicians. The mere completion of the survey indicated an informed consent to participate in the study. The necessary institutional ethical clearance was obtained from the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University before distributing the surveys.

Results and discussion
Of the 88 surveys handed out, 37 completed surveys were returned, yielding a response rate of 42%. Figures 1–2 indicate the area of speciality and age distributions of the participants.

Figure 3 indicates the comfort levels of participants in using technology such as PCs, laptops and tablets, as well as how easily they were able to navigate the Internet. Participants were asked to indicate their response to these questions on a rating scale from 0 to 5, with 5 indicating that they were extremely comfortable and 0 indicating that they were not at all comfortable.

Table 1 indicates the results as they relate to referring physicians perceptions of PACs.

When reference to specific statements is made refer to Table 1.

Communication benefits
89.2% of the participants strongly agree to agree that communication with other physicians is improved (Statement 1); while 59.4% of participants indicated that they strongly agree to agree that communication with the radiology department is considerably improved with PACS (Statement 2).

The greatest improvement in communication relates to communication with other physicians; this is improved by the ease of multi-site viewing (Statement 1) which allows any physician to view any image on the system – provided they can access the Web. A total of 62.2% strongly agreed, while 27% agreed, that this is a benefit.
This includes easier access to patients’ current and previous images, the ease of retrieving them, and accessibility. PACS can be accessed at a diagnostic workstation or remotely via a webpage. From the survey results, the access benefit that participants found the most useful seems to relate to the availability of previous imaging studies, which makes patient follow-up more efficient (Statement 3). All participants agreed with this statement (73% strongly agreed and 27% agreed). This may...
be because, prior to PACS, film had to be stored in a storage room and, because of the large number of images made per day, the quantity of film in storage became large and caused numerous problems such as loss of information, cost of storage, and delayed clinical decision-making.²

Some participants commented in the open-ended questions that they disliked the storage of X-rays (film), and that housing the envelopes became problematic.

The survey results also indicate that there was an improvement in access to current and historical patients’ records (Statements 6–7).

Response time benefits

Most referring physicians agreed that, when using PACS, the benefits include faster retrieval of patient data and images, and faster clinical decision-making. The response rate overall is much faster than film-based systems, as demonstrated by various studies.³,⁶ Consequently, examination and waiting times for patients are reduced, as indicated by the responses to statements 12–13. Waiting time is decreased because examination results are available for interpretation much sooner than with traditional film-based systems. This finding is confirmed by the responses to Statement 11.

Diagnostic benefits

Before PACS, film images were used for diagnosing many patients’ conditions. No specialised tools such as magnification, panning or zooming were available. On occasion, patients had to be sent back for re-examination. As seen in the results relating to diagnostic benefits in Table 1, participants agreed that PACS plays a major role in improving the diagnosis of patients.

The image can be manipulated using different sets of specialised tools, thus allowing more accurate decisions. Common tools include window width/level, tools that control the range of image pixel values displayed on the monitor; measurement tools that allow measurements to be made on the image; magnifying, panning and zooming.⁷

The number of participants who disagreed with, or who indicated a neutral response to, Statement 15 which relates to the tools used in diagnoses, may relate to a lack of training on how to use the PACS system. In one of the open-ended questions in the survey related to training, 14 (37.8%) of the 37 participants indicated that they had received insufficient training, and that learning more about the various features offered by the PACS system would be beneficial to them.

Drawbacks

To investigate the level of agreement of the referring physicians on drawbacks associated with PACS, the participants were asked in Statement 22 if they felt that the adoption of PACS was too complicated. Only 2.7% agreed with this statement, while 13.5% were neutral. The rest disagreed and strongly disagreed with this statement; for the majority, therefore, it may be confidently said that complication was not a drawback with PACS. The results for other drawbacks are shown in Table 1.

With all the mentioned benefits related to access, there were unfortunately two major drawbacks concerning image access; many physicians commented on this issue. The first was the absence of bedside mobile imaging in the ward (Statement 19). Previously, film-based images could easily be shown to a patient and to other members of the care team in the ward. As many as 21.6% of participants strongly agreed, and 37.8% agreed, that the absence of bedside mobile image viewing in the ward introduced difficulties. Many of the physicians also commented that this was a big problem in one of the open-ended questions.

The other disadvantage raised by two doctors in the open-ended section of the questionnaire was confidentiality of patients’ data and images. They were concerned that any physicians who could access the PACS system could view any patients’ data. It may be seen that most of the physicians agreed with the drawbacks of PACS but felt that the benefits outweighted the drawbacks. Accordingly, 32 of the 37 referring physicians responded that they preferred PACS in one of the open-ended questions of the survey.

Study limitations

The generalisability of the results of the present study is limited, as the study was conducted in a specific geographical region. Despite the good response rate, the sample size was relatively small.

Conclusion

The aim of the study was to investigate referring physicians’ perceptions of PACS, as well as the related benefits and drawbacks. From the survey results, it became clear that while numerous benefits are realised via PACS, some issues still require attention.
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